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JPFC-M Modular Fire Control Unit

Is the JPFC-M appropriate for you?
There is a great deal of confusion over the concept of modular triggers and what they accomplish.  The modular

trigger is designed to eliminate the setup procedure by the end user and avoid the necessity of shipping out your lower for
installation or leaving it with a gunsmith.  In other words, it is about convenience rather than some improvement in perform-
ance over our original fire control parts.

In our experience, the best possible trigger setup is still achieved with our original fire control parts, fitted and
tuned to the individual receiver.  The complete JPFCP package installed in-shop and returned with a one-week turnaround
is still less expensive than the JPFC-M module.  However, we’ve understood the lure of the drop-in modular trigger concept
since we first started working on this concept in 1999, and we feel that the JPFC-M represents the state of the art in self-
contained fire control modules.

It is our policy never to overstate a performance gain or specify an application for which a particular component or
configuration is not suited.  In that vein, it is necessary to explain that the JP modular trigger is strictly for recreational or
competition use, not duty or tactical applications.  In order to achieve the release weight of 3.5 to 4.5 lbs. (user adjustable),
it is necessary to use a somewhat reduced-power hammer spring suited for recreational or competition use.  If your appli-
cation is for a duty or defense rifle, you should order the JPFCP package or send your lower to us for fire control installation
with the tactical setup.  In this case, the JPFC-M can be returned to your point of purchase for a refund.

Note that the M15 and M16 rifles were never designed with the idea of accepting a modular fire control unit in the
first place. Due to the wide range of tolerances, design variations, and receiver dimensions in the marketplace on hundreds
of different types of receivers, the JPFC-M will not fit or function in all receivers.  It is designed to fit and function in receivers
that are in Mil-spec tolerance range.  Do not modify the housing of the module for a receiver that it does not readily
fit as this will void any warranty coverage on the module.  If it doesn’t drop in, don’t use it.

One of our solutions to the variations in receivers is the JP Adjustable/Reversible Safety Selector with reversible
lever, which is included as standard equipment with the JPFC-M.  No modular trigger—or aftermarket trigger for that mat-
ter—is safe without addressing the safety selector fitment issue.  For safety reasons, you must use this selector and not
the original selector during installation.

Parts Included:
• Trigger module
• JP safety selector unit (components shown below in Fig. B) 
• 1/16” hex key
• Two (2) anti-walk pins
• Four (4) 4-40 x 3/16 button socket cap screws
Loctite 242 required for installation, but not included.
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Warning!  Do not trip the module’s hammer, allowing it to slam forward while outside of the receiver!  This may damage
the housing, which merely holds the relationship of the parts in space and is not robust enough to withstand dry firing of
the module outside the lower receiver.

Installation Instructions
CAUTION: REMOVE MAGAZINE AND VISUALLY CHECK CHAMBER TO MAKE SURE THAT FIREARM

IS UNLOADED.
1. First, you must remove the existing safety selector from your receiver, which requires removal of the pistol grip.  Remove
the pistol grip retainer screw being careful not to lose the safety spring and detente plunger, which are held in place by
the grip in a hole on the bottom right side of the lower receiver.  Do not force it.  If it doesn’t slide out freely, the detente
pin may still be in place.  Now, remove the hammer pin and hammer followed by the trigger pin and trigger. Take this
opportunity to clean any dirt or debris from the fire control cavity of the lower receiver.

2. Slide the JPFC-M module into place and verify that it will line up with the pin holes in the lower receiver.  Note that there
are two 6-32 set screws on the rear corners of the module housing. These should be removed at this time and the set
screws and threaded holes degreased using lacquer thinner, Birchwood Casey Gunscrubber, or a similar product.

3. To secure the trigger module in your receiver, use your original trigger/hammer pins or the supplied
JPAW-1 anti-walk pins.  Slide the module into the receiver and install the pins.  The fit may seem loose,
but once tensioned, the module will lock into place.

4. Dab a small amount of blue Loctite 242 on the set screws, and install them in the module holes.  Now,
tension the two 6-32 set screws at the lower corners down against the floor of the receiver just snug (see
Fig. A).  This will lock the module in place and secure the pins.  If you are using the JPAW-1 anti-walk
pins, install all four button head screws at this time.

5. Disassemble the JPFC-S Adjustable/Reversible selector assembly into its component parts.  Degrease the drum, set
screws and flat head screws taking extra care with threaded components to ensure that Loctite will take to them.  Next,
apply a small amount of gun grease in the detente slot of the drum.  Slide the new adjustable selector drum into the re-
ceiver with the detente slot on the right side so that it aligns with the detente hole in the receiver.  Turn the drum so that
the slot in the side aligns with the “safe” mark on the receiver.  Reinsert the safety detente plunger and spring, and attach

the grip.  With the JPFC-M in the cocked position (hammer
back), rotate the drum so that the 8-32 adjustment screw hole
is perpendicular to the trigger tail.  You may use the lever as a
key to move the drum after the detente system is functioning.
Put a drop of blue Loctite 242 on the dog point set screw and
insert it into the hole.  Turn it until it just stops against the trig-
ger tail (with the module in the cocked condition) and back it
off 1/8th of a turn for clearance.  Now, squeeze the trigger,
and verify that the selector blocks nearly all movement of the
trigger.  Insert the brass lock screw from the left-hand side of
the receiver without Loctite and tension it against the adjust-
ment screw.  This provides an extra measure of security on
the safety adjustment setting.
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Finally, install the lever with the longer 8-32 flat head screw.  Insert it on the left side for a right-handed operator or the
right side for a left-handed operator.  Use the remaining shorter flat head screw to plug the unused hole in the other side
of the selector drum.  A second lever can be purchased if you prefer an ambidextrous setup.  However, for either a right-
or left-handed operator, the alternate lever can obstructive and cumbersome, hence the reversible system.

6. Test your system.  Release the safety selector, and with your thumb blocking the hammer, squeeze the trigger and allow
the hammer to drop to your thumb.  Without letting up on the trigger, re-cock the hammer and slowly release the trigger
to test for proper reset function.  The hammer should drop forward and catch the sear.  If it follows all the way down, there
is a problem.  Do not attempt to fire the weapon, but return the module to JP for diagnostics.  Perform the disconnector
test several times to verify function and to get a feel for the trigger.
Next, rotate the selector back to the safe position and test for any trigger creep.  Virtually none should be apparent, and
the detente feel of the selector should be positive and hold the position in either the safe or fire mode.  If the trigger creeps
noticeably, you must redo the safety setup and check the module tension screws, verifying that they are, in fact, braced
against the bottom of the receiver.  If your installation has passed these tests, it is ready for live fire once the Loctite has
set for about an hour.

Maintenance and Adjustment
The engagement, overtravel, and disconnector timing on the JPFC-M are all preset by JP and are not adjustable by the
user.  The trigger tension—of “weight of pull”—is user adjustable within a range of about 3.5 to 4.5 lbs.  The module is
shipped at the lightest setting of approximately 3.5 lbs. (lubricated test weight).  Do not attempt to achieve a lighter setting
than this.  If you feel you must have a lighter trigger setting, we can install the original JPFC components at a 3 lb. test pull.
Any attempt to modify the JPFC-M module will void all warranty coverage.
To adjust the weight of pull, insert the 1/16 hex key in the top, right set screw.  Turn clockwise to
increase the release weight, counter-clockwise to reduce the release weight (See Fig. C).
The housing of the JPFC-M will prevent most debris from lodging under the trigger—the most
common cause of trigger lock malfunction.  However, the module should be removed for cleaning
every 500 to 1000 rounds, depending on ammo fouling and conditions.  Compressed air is the eas-
iest method to clear dirt and residue from the module.  Lubricate the sear/hammer interface and
the disconnector/hammer interface with Rydol boron nitride grease (available from JP) or some
equivalent.  Apply a drop of light gun oil to the pin bearings next to the hammer and trigger.  
If you notice an increased weight of pull or a rough, less precise feel, that is usually due to lack
of lubricant on the sear/hammer area.  Failure to reset is also often caused by lack of lubricant on
the disconnector hook of the hammer.  The grease should be reapplied about every 300 rounds.  
Note: The hammer spring used in this product is not a “full power” military version, but has reduced tension to achieve
weight of pull in the intended range of adjustment.  Use only quality domestic ammunition or reloads with properly seated
domestic primers.  Some foreign-manufactured ammunition or NATO spec. ammo may have very hard, low-sensitivity
primers that will not give 100% ignition with this module. This product is also not acceptable for the AR-10 rifles in 7.62 due
to ignition reliability concerns.  Use the original JPFC-1 or JPFCP-1 kits for AR-10-type rifles.
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